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A nonempty word 0 is said to be a border of a word ar if and only if (Y = hp = @p for some 
nonempty words A and p. For an arbitrary (possibly infinite) sequence (II the expression #cu denotes 
the (possibly infinite) supremum of the set of all Ipj for /3 an u&ordered finite segment of (Y. 
Principal Theorem. Let (II be infinite. Then the left segment T of (Y, for which ITI= #(Y, is the shorfest for 
which (II=TTT---=T~. 
Theorem. Let a be finite. Let a be the longest proper 
that (II = 07 (CK = w). ?%en T also is unbordered. 
unbordered left (right) segment of a. Let T be such 
Theorem. Let (II be finite and not of the form 0” for n > 1. Let L be a letter in the word ~1. Then there 
exist words p and v such that cy = pLv while the word Lvp is unbordered. 
1. Introduction 
Let 2 = {A, B, . . .} be a fixed finite alphabet, with A# B, and let C* be the free 
semigroup generated by 2. Elements in C* are called (finite) words and are 
denoted by lowercase Greek letters. The empty word is written @ or cy” for 
cy E 2”. For n > 0, cyn denotes an ’ cy. The expression 1~11 denotes the length of cy. 
When @#a! E Z*, then @ is said to be a root of Q! ifI (x = F” for some n 2 1. 
The shortest root ~(a) of cy is called the primitive root of a!, and cy is itself called 
primitive iff cw = ?r((~). 
6 is called a segment of (II iff cy = @V for some p and V. We call p a border of 
~1 iff p appears properly both as a left segment of (Y and also as a right segment of 
CU; that is, iff cu=hfi=@p for some A and p, with O<lfll+l. 
We call at periodic of period V(P) iff cy = ~(@)“r for some n 2 2, for some 
p # 8, an& for s6me left segment y of n(p)_ 
Henceforth U denotes (p : fd # 6 E C* and p is unbordered}, and aU, denotes 
{Ipl:p~ U and p is a segment of cw). 
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As Theorem 3.2, we establish that if LY is periodic of period length k, then 
k = maLx (BUS ft~~sily follows that if cy is infinite, antI either of the form Q = +~(g)~ 
or of thrz form cy =?r(fl)z, where w -{&I, 9,, , J and where Z = 
i a*.,--2,-1,0&L. }, then In(p)\ = m8x %al The central lemma for Theorem 
3,2 is Theorem 3.1, which strengthens [%, Theorem 3,4], 
fn 
main 
2 we devalag some preliminary 








Proof. Write ff = T,, l * * sk where ectch T) is a nonempty left segment of $8, If 
7. ;= ypy, then y and 7~ also are left segments of (3, We can thus split T~ into 
shorter and shorter left segments of p until all of the fragments obtained are 
u&ordered. The existence of the required sequence CQ, . . , , o,, is established, 
Now suppose that o[, 9 a a o, = p. a a + p,,,, where each A is an unbordered 
nonempty +ft segment ofp. If there is a smallest i such that 10~1~ \ptl, then p1 is 
bo. slcre61. Similarly there is n0 i SUCh thtd Iflit <tql~ Ckarly n = m. Uniqueness 
fol!ows. 
When $#atci X*, then Aa henceforth denotes the longest unbordered left 
segment of a. 
We write Q! ==p whesr both cy << p and @<< cy. C%early, = is an equivalence 
reMion. 
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Theorem 2.6. Let 
proper left segment 
a be 
ofa, 
PIQO~. Assume that u = UTCF for some o# j8 and fer some T. Then cy = +CJVT, so 
that pu is a proper left segment ofcy such that Ipol> 1~1, It follows that JMT = Ayh. 
for some A # fl and for some y. 
If IAl s lel, then A is a right segment of a, and moreover it= ~a(r%r = Ayhw, 
whence A is a border of the u&ordered word OL It follows that IAl > Ial. But, then 
pa = Ayh = qayq~ for some q# 0. It follows that p = r)cryq, and hence that q is a 
border of the unbordered word p, The assumption therefore fails, 
3. Principal results 
We call cy a cyclic conjugate of /3, and we write Q - p, iff Q = pu while 6 = VP 
for some p and v. Plainly - is an equivalence r lation, 
It is easy to see that n(a)” - n(P)” iff both n = m and also w((Y) - T(P). Thus, 
every cyclic conjugate of a nonprimitive nonempty word is bordered, 
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Theorem 3.1. Let a = ~(a). Let L 6e any letter appearing in the spelling of the 
word cy. Then there is an unbordered cyclic conjugate Lp of CM, 
We present two proofs for this, at one time troublesome, fact. 
First proof. Let T be any element in 9’s (L+ : a - LJI) for which IAll is maximum. 
Assume that IAT1 < 1~1 and write T = A,u. By Lemma 2.5 we can write v = &, a 9 8 65 
where each S, is a nonempty left segment of A,. 
Note that T - &A$,, l 9 l S, I = 5 E 9, If S, f A,, then by Lemma 2.4 we have that 
fi,A, is unhordcred, ‘Therefore, since )&A,(>lA,), by the choice of T we get that 
8,=ht, and that ~=A~6,,~~~& I.
Again, then, T - c - i$ ,A& 9 g 9 6, 2 cCY’. Thus, arguing repeatedly as in the 
~~rcceding paragraph we get that &, = 6, = a 8 a = 6, = A,, and hence that T = Ai”, 
whcnc~ (6yI= ITI> lAJ+r(~jl= Iv(a)l. But GIL = T(CY). We must infer that T = A,, 
and hcncc that T is unhordered. 
‘I’hc followiiig, second, proof is due to R.C. Lyndon. It relies upon the 
well-known fact c.g, [I, Lemma 2. I]) that ar/3 = oar if7 (rr(ar) =v(p) = dar@). This 
fact is easily cstahlishcd by induction on the length of C-V@ 
Second proof. Linearly order the alphabet S, so that L, is the “first” letter in 2, 
and let < be the lexical ordering thus induced on the free semigroup S*‘. 
r\row let 0 bc the “first” element, in &I: #-a), under the ordering 6. 
If p - U~U for some uf $9, then up 6 m, and hence up pu. Also, up< 
trtrp, and hence OCR <up, It follows that pet - up, and hence that V(U) = n(p) = 
n(p), whcncc p # n(p). But, then, since cy - p, we get that (Y + czr(ar), and we reach 
a contradiction, Thus WC infer that fi is unbordered, Of course, L is the first letter 
in the spelling of the word & 
When <! is a function, and when D is a set, then g[D] denotes {y: 3x c 
.‘/I y --. y(x))}. Thus, considering words as functions on initial segments of the set 
of positive integers, WC see that ar[w] is the rang of U: that is, crr[o) is the set of 
distinct lcttcrs appearing in the spelling of (Y. 
Okrvc that the primitive word (Y = ABABWA has three unbordered cyclic 
conjiqatcs, although Ia[o]I = 2, Let ~~(n, m) denote (k: 3a (a has exactly k 
unbord~rcd cyclic conjugates A larl = I7r(a!)I = n (9 Icu[o]l = m), 
13~ ‘T’heorcm 3.1 WC have th;it m ~4 min :I?( n, m ) G max 9( n, m ) S n. It is easy to 
see in fact that rrr = min %(n, m). 
Problem. Characterize the set Z’(n, m) for 2 s m c n. III particular, what are 
1114 x '.' iCl , 2) and max .‘I?( n, 3)? 
‘I’heowm 3,2, Let CY = T(@)“Y for Some n > I and for some left segment y of do). 
Theu; max (42, = I7r(p)I. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that max %a 6 Ie(p)I. That a has an unbordered segment 
of length In(@)1 follows by Theorem 3.1, since t2 > 1. 
Call a word x which is infinite (to the right) periodic with period n(p) ifI every 
finite left segment A of x, for which IAl B 2 Ilsr(p)I, is periodic of period II@). Call 
x eventually periodic of period V(B) iff there is a finite A such that x = A# and 9 
is periodic of period n(P) but, if IpI< 1 Al and if x = I.CU, then v is not periodic. 
Finally, if + is a word which is infinite (both to the right and also to the left), then 
we call 9 periodic of period length k if? every right segment of @ is periodic of 
period length k, 
Lemma 3.3. Let x be Q word which is infinite t0 the right. Let there xist an integer 
k,, > (1 such that if /3 is u finite unbsrdered segmevtt Of x, erred if IpI > k[,, then the set 
{A : A(3 is a finite left aegmcnt of x) iat finite, ‘Phen x i,e eumtually perisdis of perisd 
ler,gth k fsr some positive integer ks k[,. 
Proof. C%&I 1: There exists no infinite collection %’ = ((q, T,) : i E CO) such that 
for each i E co the word q is unbordered, IT,~> ko, and Q,T, is a finite left segment 
of both cr,, I and x. 
Pretend that there is such an ‘infinite collection %:, Then, for each i e w we 
repeatedly apply Theorem 25 to q eventually obtaining a left segment cc,@, of q 
with p, E 6) and with k,,< (p, I 2kll. Then the set {(u,~,, /3,): t E o} is intinite, but 
the set {PI : i E o) is finite, since the l&l 6 2k,, for each i E O, and since 1x1 <a~, It
follows that there is an l(,~ o such that the set ((qp,, p,) : f E o and 0, w p,,,) is 
infinite, and the hypothesis of the lemma is contradicted, Claim 1 follows, 
It easily follows by Claim 1 that there is a maximum k 6 k. for, which there is an 
unbordered y of length k such that, for some infinite sequence uO, ut, . , , of finite 
words, yy is a left segment both of u 1+ I and of x for each I E: O, Clearly x has a 
right segment 9= ‘ypoypl 0 a 0 ypn e a e which has no unbordered finite segments 
longer than y, and where none of the (finite) words A has y as a segment, 
Assume that p,, # fl for some n E crb, Then 7~” has a shortest border q. Since 
r) E Ll, and since I/I has no finite unbordered segment longer than y, it must 
happen that I+(y), But, if lql= 1~1, then y is a border of yp,, whence it follows 
either that p,, has y as a right segment or that y is bordered. Therefore, q is a 
proper left segment of y, and hence by Lemma 2.4 we infer that ~7 is unbor- 
&red. Furthermore, then, qy is a segment of #. It therefore must happen that 
p,, = 9. Claim 2 lollows, 
Lemma 3.4. There xist no wards y and & such that EM - y while y a A& 
Proof. Assume that the ‘lemma f ils for some shortest word S E zI*. Obviously, 
(Si>O, We write 6 =D, 9 * e 0, where II = 181 and where QGX for each i E 
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(1,. . . , n}. Then there is a positive integer s 6 n such that T = 
D, l l l D,,BD, l l . DS__ 1 << A8, and hence T = V~ l l l v,,, for some m E o, where Vi is 
a nonempty left segment of A8 for each i 6 m. Since vivi+l l l l V,V~ l l l Vi-1 << A6 
for each i s m, we obviously lose nothing in supposing that k 2 t, where k + 1 = 
Iv01 and where t = n - s + 1. Notice that the letter B occurs as the (t + l), term in 
the word T. Let p den&e the word DS+l l l l DJ3, let q denote Dketcl * 9 l Dk, and 
observe that I@] =n-(s+1)+2=t=k-(k-t+l)+l=lql. 
Observe that 
Observe also that 
(Dl l l l D,Jq = (D, l l l Dk)Dk-t+, l l l Dk 
=(DS+l l l - DJ3D1 - l l Dk-n+s-,)Dk_t+l 9 l l Dk 
= (DS+, l l l D,BD, l 9 l Dk-t)Dk-t+, l l l Dk = PD, l l l Dk, 
and hence by [2, Remark (vi)] that @’ -q. We infer that BDI l l l Dt_I - p - q. 
Similarly counting subscripts we note also that 
Suppose, first, that k CS. Then, v,q is a left segment of 
DsDs,, l l l D,BD, l l 9 DkDk+l l l l DS_l = T. It follows that VOW = ~0 9 l l ViVi+l 
where vi+ 1 is a left segment of Vi+1 for some i C m. Therefore, q = v1 l l l ViVi+lq 
whence q <- AS. 
Suppose. next, that k = s. Then vor( = D, l l l QJ3D1 l l l Dk-,Dk = 
9, l l l D,,BD1 l l . Ds_, D, = ~0, = TA. Since 7~ A6 we clearly have that TA << 
A& In fact v,,q = v. l l l v,,,A, whence q = aa1 l l l v,A, and again q << AS. 
Suppose, finally, that k >s. Then voq=Ds*~~D,J3D,***Dk= 
DS . l l D,,BD, l l . Ds_, D, l l l Dk = ~0, l l l Dk = TAD, l l . Dk_s. Noting that 
AD, l .0 Dk+ is a left segment of AD, l l l Dk = vo, and that voq = 
4) l l l v,,,AD, . l l Dk__s. we see again that q << A& 
We infer that in every case q << A& Therefore, since AD1 ’ l 9 Dt+ is a left 
qcgment of the left segment I+) of A6, and since 1 AD, - l l O,__,I = t = (ql, it follows 
that +HL)~==* Dt-,. But q -BD1 l l l Dt_,, and furthermore IDI l l l Dt-ll = 
t- ? < n. Thus we reach a contradiction of the mininnality of the integer n. 
‘meorem 3.5. Let rc/ = L, L2 l l l be a word which is infinite to the right and such 
That max %, exists. Then +Q is periodic of period length max 4!&. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we have that J, is eventually periodic of period length 
smax 4?&,. Assume that $ is not periodic. Then we can suppose that 4 = 
A&3@@)“’ for some (A, P}G C* such that I@I<max Q,. 
Let a2 denote a segment AP(B/3)“B& of +, with m >O, and with p1 a left 
segment oF B. Let q be an arbitrary border of p2. Then q = A(@)‘& for some 
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i E o and for some left segment & of p. If i > 0, then a segment (pB)* of $ has 
the word APB as a segment. But APB cannot be a segment of (pB)*, since 
A # B. It follows that q = A&; that is to say, q is a left segment of A& 
Let k0 denote max {IhAl, max %+}. We now have by hypothesis that, if a is any 
finite left segment of $ such that IcF~> kO, then there is a left segment r of AP 
such that p7 =o for some p. Therefore, there exists k > k, such that the word 
[=LkLk+* l ” Lk+lal is the concatenation of left segments of AP. We thus reach a 
contradiction, BP - 6 << A/3, of Lemma 3.4. It follows that # is periodic. Further- 
more, since + does have unbordered segments of length max %#, it follows that 
the period length of # is at least as large as max %,,,. The theorem follows. 
Example. Let k > 3. Let p = BAk-*. Let v = pA. And let $ be the obviously 
nonperiodic infinite word ~v~*v~~v~~ 9 - l . Observe that Iv1 = k, that !pvl= 
2 k - 1, and that the words v and pv are unbordered. Observe furthermore that if 
q is any segment of (I/ such that k + 1~ 1~~1 G 2 k - 2, then q is bordered. 
By the foregoing example, the following result is sharp. 
Theorem 3.6. Let + be any word which is infinite to the right. Let k 2 3. Suppose 
that {i: ksi<2k-2)n%,= 8. Then maxQ,<k. 
Proof. Assume that there exists a minimal-length unbordered segment q of $ for 
which lqla 2k - 1. It ftillows by Theorem 2.6 that q = yv for some none lpty 
unbordered words ~1 and v. Of course, then max {I~_L I, I VI} 3 k. It follows by 
hypothesis that 2k - 1 smax {IpI, Iv]}< Iql, and we reach a contradiction. 
The following observation dismisses a natural conjecture. 
Proposition 3.7. Let q = ABA. Let k E W. Then (Aq)k”A cannot be written in the 
form (@)‘a with a! and p being unbordered words. 
Proof. Assume that (A~J)~+~A = (c@Q! for some i E o and for some nonempty 
unbordered words cu and 6. Then ar = A, i >O, p # $9, and (qA)kq = (PA)‘-l/3. 
Since p is unbordered, it follows that p = A, and hence that (@)‘cY = 
A*‘A # (AABA)k”A = (Av)~+‘A. This is a contradiction. 
4. Periodic infinite words 
When x = n(P)” and when x = 7r(y)O, it is an easy consequence of [ 1, Lemma 
2.11 that n(p) = r(y). We thus define w(x) to mean g(p) whet1 x = v(P)“‘- 
Theorem 4.1. Let x be any periodic infinite word. Let y bt any finite left segmtnt of 
x. Then the following four assertions hold: 
(i) There is a unique shortest p such that x = rp”. 
(ii) P - v(x). 
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(iii) If y is nonprimitive, and if Iyl32 IT(X then 77(y) = fl(X). 
(iv) If Au is a left segment of y, where u is an unbordered cyclic conjugate of 
w(x), and if 1~1~2 14x)1, then Y = 4~). 
&crof. Let p and v and k satisfy the equalities W(X) = ~ZJ and y = T(x)$ Then 
x = y(v&“. It f o 11 ows that there is a shortest p such that x = r/3”, and p is plainly 
unique. Since 0” = (VP)“, we see that ~~“~~ = (us)‘@‘, and hence that P = w(P) = 
w(fj’““‘) ‘Z fl((q#‘) = T(V& - w(T(x)) = W(X). Assertions (i) and (ii) are proved. 
Suppose that y is nonprimitive and that 1~1 a2 Iw(x)l. 
Assume that I?r(y)l< IT(X Choose L E I: such that L occurs as the rth term of 
the left segment We of ‘y. 
First, suppose that 1~ Y s IT(X Clearly L occurs also as the Y + IV(X)\ term of 
,rr(~)~. But, since rr(~)~ is a left segment of ‘y, we see that L occurs also as the 
Y + In(x)1 - !7r(y)I term of fly. 
Next, suppose that la(x)1 < Y ~2 lm(x)I. Then L occurs also as the Y - Iv(x)1 
term of n(x)‘, and hence L occurs also as the r-la(x)\+ Im(r)l term of ITS. 
Therefore, by the preceding paragraph we infer that W(X)’ has a root p such that 
lpi = IT(X)I - Iz(r)l. But, then, x = p” whence we get the absurdity lm(x)J sIrpI. 
Therefore, IT( 3 IT(X and hence q(y) = W(X)% for some i > 0 and for some 
T shorter than W(X), Let cr be such that W(X)= ~0. Since y is nonprimitive, it 
follows that &)%w(x) is a left segment of n(x)“, and hence that TV is a left 
sepent of (TV, whence T(TU) = (70)~. It follows by [l, Lemma 2. l] that if 
T# $3, then IT = +u) = W(X). Therefore, since 1~1 <IT(X we get that T = 9, 
that T(Y) = n(x)‘, and hence that v(y) = n(x) since w(y) is primitive. Assertion 
(iii) is proved. 
Let Au be a left segment of y, where u is an unbordered cyclic conjugate of 
n(x) and where Irl< 2 Irr(x)l. 
Assume that y = a” for some at and for some n > 1. Observe that lcrl< Iv(x)1 = 
1~1. For some i and for some left segment 8 of a! we have that cw ‘@ = A and that 
101 C la]. Let q be the nonempty word such that 8q = cy. For some left segment & 
of a, and for some i > i, we have that a$ = Au. If l&l G 101, then Oc I@,] G Ial < 
IDI, and ~9, is a border of u. Therefore, I o1 I > 101. Then ee, = e1 for some O2 # 8, 
ad O2 is a border of u. But u is unbordered by hypothesis. Therefore, the 
clssumytion fails, and y = q(y). 
@opoIlary 4.2. Let y be a Zeft segment of w(x)’ such that 2 In(x)1 - Ix[w]( G ITI< 
2 IOTA. Then y = 7r(y’). 
Proof. The corollary follows by Theorem 4.1 (iv) together with Theorem 3.1. 
Note that whtn W(X) = (AEQkAAB for k >O, and when w(y) = (AB)kA, then 
37(X)2 =z yBAAB, where y = am. In this case 
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Does there exist a nonprimitive left segment y of a periodic x such that 
Irl = 2 IT(X)1 - Ixr4l- 1<2 ldx)I - 2? 
Corollary 4.3. Let 0 = l l l L.lLoL1 l l l be a word which is infinite both to the left 
and also to the right. Then the following assertions hold. 
(i) If there exists a finite word p of minimal length such that a = pz, then 
max 011, = IPI. 
(ii) If iI=@, with p = v(p) and hence of minimal length, and if 6 E Z*, then 
O=gn ifl?r(&)-p. 
(iii) If max qL exists, then 0 is periodic of period length max (%YO. 
(iv) If ka3, and if (i: k~i~2k-2}n%~=@, then maxQO<k. 
Proof. Assertion (i) follows routinely from Theorem 3.2. 
Assertion (ii) follows easily via [2, Lemma 3.21. 
Assertion (iii) follows routinely from Theorem 3.5. 
Assertion (iv) follows routinely from Theorem 3.6. 
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